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✩ Riddles
Can you solve this word-building riddle?

My first is in bread but not in bead.
My second is in dig but not in dug.
My third is in fled but not in flew.
My fourth is in hid but not in hit.
My fifth is in held but not in herd.
My sixth is in step but not in stop.

Answer

Now try this one.

My first is in bite but not in site.
My second is in tent but not in tint.
My third is in grow but not in brow.
My fourth is in in but not in on.
My fifth is in ton but not in tow.
My sixth is in stone but not in store.
My seventh is in pin but not in pun.
My eighth is in naught but not in caught.
My ninth is in grip but not in drip.

Answer

Try to make some word-building riddles of your own. Choose from the list of words below. 
The first one has been started for you. Continue your riddles on an extra sheet of paper.

business colonel family friend height necessary
immediate medicine neighbor occasion rabbit rhythm
separate skillful twelfth weird yacht

My first is in bite but not in mite.
My second is in cup but not in cap.
My third is in sew but not in dew.
My fourth is in in but not in an.
My fifth is in ton but not in toe.

My sixth is in but not in

My seventh is in but not in

My eighth is in but not in
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These activities, based on riddles, help draw your child’s attention to the spelling 
of some common words that are often misspelled. The formula for these riddles 
can be reversed if it helps. For example: My first is in first and also in fourth.
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Riddles
Can you solve this word-building riddle? 

My first is in bread but not in bead. 
My second is in dig but not in dug. 
My third is in fled but not in flew. 
My fourth is in hid but not in hit. 
My fifth is in held but not in herd. 
My sixth is in step but not in stop. 

Answer

Now try this one.

My first is in bite but not in site.
My second is in tent but not in tint.
My third is in grow but not in brow .
My fourth is in in but not in on.
My fifth is in ton but not in tow .
My sixth is in stone but not in store.
My seventh is in pin but not in pun.
My eighth is in naught but not in caught.
My ninth is in grip but not in drip.

Answer

Try to make some word-building riddles of your own. Choose from the list of words below.
The first one has been started for you. Continue your riddles on an extra sheet of paper.

business colonel family friend height necessary
immediate medicine neighbor

twelfth
occasion rabbit rhythm

separate skillful weird yacht

My first is in bite but not in mite.
My second is in cup but not in cap.
My third is in sew but not in dew.
My fourth is in in but not in an.
My fifth is in ton but not in toe.

My sixth is in but not in

My seventh is in but not in

My eighth is in but  not in
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